Letter 903
Real Sore & Grocery Store
2022-01-07
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Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 4 January 2022, 8:23AM
(This is an abridged and edited transcription from a Field Report audio note.)
When I was recording the audio note that became Letter 902, I was sitting in my chair in the TV room.
When I went to get up from the chair, I realized that two muscle groups were exceedingly sore and stiff,
and for a few seconds I could hardly walk due to the sudden immobility brought about by transient but
unanticipated jabs of pain. The muscle groups were at my left hip joint, and at the lower right of my
spine.
After a few seconds of standing still, I took a few steps, then proceeded into the kitchen, still being
hampered by the receding yet still severe pain.
The primary causality of the soreness was apparently from the dream I had this morning and had just
audio recorded. In the dream I had been interceding for my new personal physician (P33), and against
HR assigned to him.
I didn’t wake up with sore shoulders, which I normally do after wrestling a dream. In this particular
dream, the people I was engaged against were all sitting on the Qloor.
I Qind it interesting that those are some of the muscle groups that I am sore, as if I had been sitting on the
Qloor for an extended period of time.
Also last night as I was going to bed, the severe soreness in my right shoulder had returned which had
originated from an attack about a month ago at a gas station (see Letter 894a).
The pain had returned due to my intercession for a situation in town. A Christian Brother and long-time
Grocery Worker in this Valley had just announced on ZOOM Church his retirement after 40-plus years in
the grocery business. This left a hole in spirit-space where he worked. Shortly after I heard of his
departure, I MIPPed the situation, which is what put me into a position of intercession.
The MMIP is a way to Qill an empty space with the the Lord’s Presence, so that the HR can’t Qill it with their
presence (see Matthew 12:43-45). This aggravated the injury which was still in the process of healing. I
was also interceding for my Seer friend in the Netherlands. This also made me real sore.
The Lord Holy Spirit reminded me to take the position of Forgiveness. Soon afterward I began to feel
better. Thank You Jesus.
From and analytical standpoint, I Qind it interesting how different conQlicts with HR affect different parts
of my spirit-man, which then manifest in a variety of different pains in different parts of my physical-man.
Maybe after I am Qinished with being an intercessor I will have enough data to write a compendium on
what spiritual assaults result in what pains.
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It will be interesting to Qind out.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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